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C
hemical modification of the graph-
ene surface is emerging as a useful
tool to engineer new electronic prop-

erties. Among such modifications include
covalent as well as noncovalent function-
alization of graphene surfaces with organic
molecules to achieve surface-transfer dop-
ing or band gap opening.1 A band gap can
be introduced in the highly conducting
semimetallic graphene upon chemisorption
of atomic hydrogen,2 and this was experi-
mentally demonstrated recently.3 Addition
of hydrogen atoms to the carbon scaffold
results in the formation of covalent bonds
with the pz orbital of the carbon atom and
modifies the band structure of the two-
dimensional system. This discovery opens
the possibility of having a promising new
class of electronic devices with properties
which are potentially tunable between bal-
listic transport to localized insulators. All-
graphene circuits have been proposed that
may simplify industrial processing, and such
future circuit components may comprise of
graphene electrodes and nanographene
active material, whereas hydrogenated grap-
hene can be potentially used to isolate in-
dividual transistors. The possibility of using
hydrogenation to fabricate quantum dots
and heterojunctions has been suggested; in
particular, this may not require cutting or
etching steps.4 Favorable thermoelectric
properties of ultrathin graphene nanorib-
bons (GNRs) have been predicted upon
hydrogenation.5 The extent of adatom ad-
sorption may impact critically on physical
phenomenon, such as the ferromagnetic
state,6-8 high-Tc superconductivity in the
doped state,9 spin-orbit coupling,10 and
Anderson localized insulator.11

Whereas the potential of hydrogenated
graphene in electronic applications has been
demonstrated, the dependence of electronic

properties on the fraction of adsorbed hydro-
gen atomshas not been investigated indetail.
The influence of short-range scatterers, such
as chemisorbed adatoms, on the graphene
mobility has been a subject of debate, and
someearly theoreticalwork assigned adensity-
independent form to all short-range scatter-
ing, while the mobility of graphene was
assumed to depend entirely on charge im-
purity scattering from the underlying sub-
strate.12,13 From a theoretical point of view, a
full Born approximation was assumed for all
short-range scattering, and it is this assump-
tion that has been questioned.13-15 Lately,
it has been argued that short-range scat-
terer, like adatoms, vacancies can actually
mimic the influence of charged impurities
and also contribute to a conductivity that is
linear in density (up to logarithmic correc-
tions).15 This is further supported by a re-
cent experiment, which has shown the pres-
ence of a tiny defect peak in the Raman
spectrum of high-mobility graphene, point-
ing to the presence of adatoms in pristine
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ABSTRACT The electronic properties of graphene sheets and nanoribbons with different degrees

of hydrogenation have been investigated using a combination of charge transport and Raman

spectroscopy experiments. The field-effect transistor mobility of graphene is shown to be highly

sensitive to the treatment time during atomic hydrogen dose and follows an exponential decrease

with time. Raman spectroscopy demonstrates linearly increasing defect-band intensity, and when

considered together with transport data, the relationship between graphene mobility and the

crystalline size of intact sp2 carbon regions can be derived. Further, the increase in width of the

voltage plateau for monolayer and bilayer graphene points to the formation of midgap states. For

partially hydrogenated graphene, the temperature-dependent transport in these states shows a

weak insulating behavior. A comparison of Raman spectrum and conductivity data of partially

hydrogenated monolayer and bilayer graphene suggests that the latter is also quite susceptible to

adsorption of hydrogen atoms, despite a stiffer lattice structure.
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graphene.16 The exact quantitative role of remnant
adatoms in pristine graphene is still being debated,17

andexperiments involvinghighdopingof graphene indi-
cate that short-range scattering in the weak scattering
limit may not be entirely absent.18 The chemical nature
andprecise density of adatoms in pristine graphenehave
notbeenmeasureddirectly yet, although it is increasingly
evident that they play an important role in limiting the
mobility of pristinegraphene. In thiswork,wedescribe in
detail the influence of controlled introduction of hydro-
gen adatoms on the charge transport properties ofmono-
and bilayer graphene and on GNRs. The formation of
midgap states is another consequence of hydrogen ad-
atoms, and the temperature-dependent measurements
are used to characterize the transport in these states.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Graphene flakes were subject to varying dose of
hydrogen plasma, and their Raman spectrum was re-
corded. The evolution of the Raman spectra of mono-
layer graphenemeasured for different exposure times to
hydrogen plasma is shown in Figure 1a. Pristine grap-
hene spectrum has two prominent peaks: (1) G-peak at
1580 cm-1 corresponding to the in-plane bond-stretch-
ing optical vibrations of sp2 carbon atoms and (2) 2D
peak at 2680 cm-1 that exhibits a full width at half-
maximum (fwhm) of∼27 cm-1, the typical characteristic

of monolayer graphene. The hydrogen treatment pro-
duces pronounced new features in the spectrum, which
includes the formation of three newpeaks at 1340, 1620,
and 2920 cm-1, as shown previously.3,19 In particular,
there is continuous enhancement in the D-peak (at 1340
cm-1) with hydrogenation time which corresponds to
defect formation upon the attachment of hydrogen
atoms to the carbon lattice leading to intervalley
scattering.20 In addition, the 2D peak is strongly sup-
pressed upon hydrogenation. The frequency-integrated
G-band intensity is robust to the influence of external
parameters and is often used as a reference to study the
evolution of other peak intensities. The evolution of D-
and G-band intensity ratio ID/IG is plotted in Figure 1b.
This ratio shows a linear increase for t < 45 s hydrogena-
tion time, beyond which it shows a tendency to de-
crease. The Raman intensity of the D-band, normalized
to the G-band, has been used to estimate the crystallite
size Laon the surfaceof any thin graphite-likematerial, La
� (ID/IG)

-1.21-23 In the context of the hydrogenation
experiment, this length scale can be associated with a
localization length scale or the mean free path
(depending on the nature of transport). The change in
Raman intensity suggests a localization radius inversely
proportional to the exposure time.
The Raman maps of integrated G-, D-, and 2D-band

intensities for graphene flakes exposed to 10 s hydro-
gen plasma show distinct contrast for the number of
graphene layers (see Figure 2a-d). Defect density and
signal attenuation are the two factors that determine
Raman intensity of defect band. The Raman signal
probes the defect density on the top graphene surface,
and the signal from defects is attenuated in the case of
few-layer graphene due to the presence of intact sub-
layers. For the same level of defects induced in the top
surface, the integrated ID/IG ratio in bilayer graphene is
lower by an attenuation factor of ∼3.5, when com-
pared to monolayer graphene.24 Therefore, the signifi-
cantly higher ID/IG ratio (∼ 1.7) in monolayer graphene
is indicative of an even lower fraction of defects when
compared to the case for bilayer graphene (see Sup-
porting Information, S1).
Graphene samples chosen for investigation for

study of electronic properties included the following:
(1) bulk graphene sheets, (2) isolated GNR, and (3)
parallel GNRs (see Methods Section for details of sam-
ple fabrication and Supporting Information, S2, for
device structure). The resistance of a graphene flake
is plotted as a function of back-gate voltage for in-
creasing hydrogen plasma exposure (0, 5, 10, and 15s)
in Figure 3a (dashed black line). The origin of the voltage
axis is shifted to the conductivity minimum for ease of
comparison between the different curves. It has been
recently predicted from first-principles density func-
tional theory (DFT) that a possible narrowing of the
ribbons can be obtained upon partial hydrogenation,
and enhanced evidence of edge reactivity is also known

Figure 1. (a) Raman spectra of monolayer graphene taken
for increasing exposure time (0-60 s) to hydrogen plasma.
Additional peaks are observed with addition of hydrogen
atoms as described in text. (b) Integrated D and G band
intensity ratio (ID/IG) of monolayer graphene for increasing
time exposure to hydrogen plasma (0-60 s).
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from the growth of metal oxides on graphene.25 There-
forewe considered the controlledhydrogenationofGNR
structures. The resistance of isolated GNR is plotted as a
function of back-gate voltage in Figure 3b. For a better
comparison, parallel 100 nm GNRs and bulk graphene
four-terminal devices are made on adjacent portions of
the same graphene flake, and the modulation of resis-
tancewith back-gate voltage for both is plotted together
in Figure 3a. Both parallel GNRs and bulk graphene show
comparable modulation of transport properties upon
hydrogenation. For the estimation of parallel GNR mo-
bility, we also included the influence of fringe fields.
These fringe fields are particularly important for isolated
GNR since they result in a higher charge carrier density
near the edges.26 In case of several parallel GNRs, the
influence of fringe fields is significantly reduced (see
simulated values in Figure S6, Supporting Information).
For parallel GNRs, the general trend of exponentially
decaying mobility with increasing time exposure to
hydrogenation remains similar to that of bulk graphene.
The conductivity of partially hydrogenated grap-

hene shows close to linear dependence on carrier
density away from the neutrality point (see Supporting
Information, S3), and this is consistent with recent
theoretical estimates on short-range scattering.13 The
field-effect mobility of the devices is estimated from
the derivative of resistance vs back-gate voltage
curves, μFE = (1/e)(∂σ/∂n), away from the neutrality
point. A rapid decrease in the mobility is observed

during t < 5 s exposure to the hydrogen plasma, due to
the sensitivity of graphene sheet to adsorbed impu-
rities (Figure 3c). Similar changes in electronic proper-
ties of graphene sheet and parallel GNRs are observed
upon adsorption of hydrogen. Upon progressive hy-
drogenation, the time evolution of graphene mobility
is well described by the empirical functional form:
μFE(t) = μ0 exp(-t/τ) þ μ¥, where μFE(t) is the mobility
at time t, τ is a characteristic time that depends on the
density of atoms and radicals in the hydrogen plasma,
the rate of carbon-hydrogen bond formation, the
hydrogenation barriers etc., and μ¥ is a residual mobil-
ity in the limit of large adsorption (Figure 3c). While
this dependence is obtained experimentally, a correla-
tion of these changes with theoretical predictions can
be quite useful. Recently, the evolution of graphene
conductance upon single-sided partial hydrogenation
has been theoretically studied within the tight-binding
approximation using transmission matrix coefficients.27

At lowdensity of adsorbates, the density of states is not
affected, with the exception of sharp peaks at the charge
neutrality point, representing midgap states.15 In the
region of high energy, variation of conductance with
energy is independent of the subtle details of hydro-
gen adsorption process (i.e., same sublattice vs both
sublattice adsorptions). The signature of localization is
significant near the neutrality point, but conductances
at high-energy propagating channels continue to be
“graphene-like”.27 A quantitative study of the former

Figure 2. Graphene flakes exposed to 10 s hydrogen plasma. (a) Optical micrograph of mechanically exfoliated graphene
showing graphene flakes of different thickness (color enhanced for clarity). (b) Raman map of integrated D-line intensity of
the same region showing contrast in defect-induced signal in monolayer (1LG) graphene in comparison to bilayer (2LG) and
trilayer graphene (3LG). (c) Raman map of integrated G-line intensity. (d) Raman map of integrated 2D line intensity. The
Raman signal in monolayer probes the defect density on the top hydrogenated graphene surface, whereas this signal is
attenuated in case of few-layer graphene due to an additional signal from intact sublayers. The stronger signal from the
monolayer graphene is primarily a result of this attenuation process.
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requires very low temperatures to observe the conduc-
tance fluctuations, since thermal effects smear the sharp
peaks in the density of states (DOS) near the neutrality
point. On the other hand, the mobility measured away
from neutrality point reflects the transport in the
graphene-like channels, and it can serve as a suitable
parameter for estimating the degree of hydrogen ad-
sorption. This theoretical dependence of mobility on the
fraction of hydrogenated carbon atoms is extracted from
the numerical work of ref 27 and plotted in Figure 3d
for comparison. The theoretical mobility of partially
hydrogenated graphene (normalized to mobility of
pristine graphene) is estimated from linear-fit to the
conductance-carrier density plots of ref 27 (see Support-
ing Information, S4) in the energy region E(k) = 0.7-1.6 eV,
measured from the neutrality K-point, using the expres-
sion, μ = Δσ/e 3Δn. In this expression, the carrier density
can be approximated by Δn =

R
E-lower
E-upperD(E)d(E) � Δ(E2),

since the DOS D(E) shows only small deviations from the
profile for pristine graphene for this energy bandwidth in
the case of partial hydrogenation with fraction of hydro-
genated carbon atoms not exceeding 5%. This change in
mobility upon addition of hydrogen atoms to graphene is
well described by the exponential decay functional form:
μFE(nH) = μ0 exp(-nH/nH

c ) þ μsat, where nH
c is the decay

constant of this exponential fit to the data.

Since both the experimental curve of μFE(t) and the
theoretically estimated dependence μFE(nH) follow the
exponential form, a linear process of hydrogenation
can be inferred. In fact, the evolution of D- and G-band
intensity ratio ID /IG in the Raman spectra also follows a
linear trend for the initial time-dependent hydrogena-
tion process (Figure 1b). This allows a direct computa-
tion of the fraction of impurity atoms on the carbon
scaffold from the changes in field-effect mobility of
graphene. The value of τ obtained for graphene sheet
is 2.73 s (hole) and 3.51 s (electron) and for 100 nm
parallel graphene ribbons 3.07 s (hole) and 3.18 s
(electron). The exponential decay constant for the fit
to μ(nH) data (from fitted blue curve in Figure 3d) is nH

c

∼ 1.17%hydrogenated carbon atoms. A comparison of
the two decay constants suggests that for t = 10 s of
exposure, the mobility decreases by 90% from the
value for pristine graphene, when approximately 3.4%
of the carbon atoms are hydrogenated at this exposure,
for the present experimental plasma conditions. Since
hydrogenation is predicted to involve significant clus-
tering of adatoms; the actual impurity separation rele-
vant to transport will be much larger. When hydrogen
atoms are adsorbedongraphene lattice, nanocrystalline
regions of sp2-bonded graphene (representing the
nonhydrogenated portions) are formed between these

Figure 3. (a) Resistance (R) vs Vbg - Vdirac with increasing hydrogenation time (0, 5, 10, and 15s) for a graphene sheet M1
(dashed black line) and parallel GNRs (red line); (b) R vs back gate (Vbg) with increasing hydrogenation time (0, 5, and 10s) for
an isolated 100 nmGNR [Inset: R vs Vbg for longer exposure to hydrogen plasma (30 and 60s)]; (c) μe and μh vs hydrogenation
time for graphene sheet and 100 nm parallel GNRs. Dashed lines are fits to exponential equation described in text; and (d)
mobility (au) vs percentage of hydrogenated carbon atoms using data extracted from numerical computation work of ref 27.
Dashed line is the exponential decay fit, with decay constant, nH

c ∼ 1.17%.
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introduced defects. The size of these regions was ob-
tained above using Raman spectroscopy. Upon com-
bining the transport and Raman measurements, it
follows that field-effect mobility decreases rapidly with
a decrease in the size of crystalline regions upon the
incorporation of hydrogen atoms, μFE � exp(-k/La) ∼
(1 - k/La), where k is a constant and La is the size of
crystalline regions formed after the incorporation of
defects. This observed decrease in the mobility with
increasing hydrogenation is consistent with recent theo-
retical andexperimentalwork,which suggests that hydro-
gen adatoms behave as resonant scatterers.15,16 The
influence of hydrogen atoms on the transport character-
istics is two-fold: (1) the mobility of graphene decreases
upon incorporation of hydrogen atoms and (2) the band
structure is modified with the formation of additional
states (“mid-gap states”) near the charge neutrality point
(CNP). These phenomena are discussed in detail for
mono- and bilayer graphene in the following sections.
We now examine the nature of charge transport in

partially hydrogenated graphene. The resistivity of
partially hydrogenated (t = 10 s) mono- and bilayer
graphene is plotted as a function of gate voltage at
different temperatures in Figure 4. Across all charge
carrier densities, the resistivity shows an insulating
behavior at low temperature, dF/dT < 0 and can be
attributed to enhanced intervalley scattering20 from
the short-range potential of hydrogen adatoms and the
formation of midgap states near the neutrality point.
The insulating behavior is more pronounced at low
density, in the vicinity of the charge neutrality point.

These transport characteristics of partially hydroge-
nated samples are remarkably different from that of
pristine samples: Pristinemonolayer graphene shows a
temperature-independent transport particularly near
the CNP, whereas pristine bilayer graphene shows an
insulating behavior only in the vicinity of the CNP.28

The resistivity at the neutrality point, FCNP, is plotted as
a function of temperature in the range 3-30 K in
Figure 4c and d, showing the weak insulating behavior
in these localized states. Previous investigations on
hydrogenated monolayer graphene3 and heavily ozo-
nated monolayer graphene29 have described the tem-
perature dependence of resistivity near the CNPwithin
the two-dimensional variable range-hopping (VRH)
framework, indicating strong localization. Further, a
transition to weak localization is suggested both at
high densities and/or at high temperatures.29 In compar-
ison to the samples in ref 3, the temperature dependence
near CNP inour partially hydrogenated samples isweaker,
even though the Raman spectrum indicates a compa-
rable defect density. This difference may indicate that
the nature of localization not only depends on the
defect concentration but also on other factors, such as
clustering of defects, rippling of graphene, etc. Inves-
tigation of the reduced activation energy, W(T) = -d
ln R/d ln T, on the double logarithmic scale allows us to
distinguish various electron transport laws for disor-
dered systems using the method of Zabrodskii
et al.30,31 This is plotted in Figure 4e for the CNP. A com-
parison with the hopping exponents shows that the
transport in the vicinity of CNP for partially hydrogenated

Figure 4. (a) Resistivity (R) vs VBG for partially hydrogenated (t = 10 s) monolayer graphene sample M2, as a function of
temperature in the range 3-300 K; (b) R vs VBG for partially hydrogenated (t = 10 s) bilayer graphene sample B2, as a function
of temperature in the range 3-300 K; (c) FCNP vs ln(T) for monolayer graphene (blue) and bilayer graphene (red) between
T = 3-30 K; (d) FCNP (on log scale) vs T-1/3 for monolayer graphene (blue) and bilayer graphene (red) between T = 3-30 K;
and (e) reduced activation energy plot: lnWvs ln T for the same samples, gated at CNP. Dashed lines show expected exponent
for hopping transport.
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monolayer and bilayer graphene is clearly distinct from
hopping type, and the system is close to the critical
regime. In our samples, the temperature dependence
of resistivity, even at CNP, is rather weak, and the dif-
ferences in the nature of localization with the previous
works (ref 3 and 29) are most obvious in the reduced
activation energy plot (Figure 4e). It is likely that the
system is closer to the weak localization scenario,
although it clearly shows deviations from the exact
form of weak localization for a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas (2DEG) (Figure 4c). Finally, the slope of the
VRH plot of F(T) for BLG (Figure 4d) gives a value of
localization length, ξVRH > 1 μm. This value is much
larger than the typical estimates for the phase coher-
ence length, as discussed below. This partially hydro-
genated graphene offers a platform to test theoretical
models for adatom scattering, since they are expected
to dominate the transport.
We next examine the broadening of the width of

voltage plateau near the CNP, upon exposure to hydro-
gen atoms. As shown in Figure 3a for monolayer
graphene, the width of voltage plateau is enhanced with
increasing exposure to hydrogen plasma. While compar-
able changes are observed across several samples at room
temperature (see Supporting Information, S9), representa-
tive samplespartiallyhydrogenated to10sweremeasured
at low temperature, and the results are plotted in Figure 5.
For monolayer graphene, the conductivity induced by
resonant scatterers is described by the equation:32

σ ¼ 4e2

h

kF
2

2πni
ln2(kFR) (1)

where kF = (πn)1/2 is the Fermi wave vector, ni is the
concentration of hydrogen atoms, and R is the impurity
radius. Since scattering is expected to be dominated
entirely by hydrogen adatoms, we use the above
equation to fit the σ vs VBG data at T = 3.4 K. Assuming
R ∼ 1 Å as the size of impurity potential, a single-
parameter fit to this equation gives a value of impurity
density, ni ∼ 3 � 1012/cm2. This value is significantly

higher than typical values obtained for pristine mono-
layer graphene (∼2.5 � 1011/cm2)32 and reflects the
influence of hydrogen atoms. The width of the voltage
plateau (ΔVg≈ 6 V) is obtained from the intersection of
the experimentally measured conductivity minima
(σmin) and the conductivity curve simulated using the
above value of R, ni (see inset of Figure 5a). This width
represents the hydrogen adatom induced modifica-
tion of graphene band structure, i.e., the formation of
midgap states. For the case of partially hydrogenated
bilayer graphene, the applicability of linear or sublinear
dependence of conductivity on carrier density de-
pends on the energy interval. Disordered samples can
be expected to follow a trend similar to that of mono-
layer graphene, since the presence of a wider band-
width of midgap states may not allow the observation
of linear dependence.32,33 In a recent experiment on
scattering in bilayer graphene, the density depen-
dence of conductivity was described entirely by a sub-
linear form arising from resonant scatterers, although
the nature of these scatterers (possibly adatoms) was
not known, since their introduction was accidental.34

We therefore fit the conductivity data for the partially
hydrogenated bilayer, with the same expression as that
for partially hydrogenated monolayer graphene, as
shown in Figure 5b and c. The estimated value of ni for
samplesB1andB2 is 1.11� 1013/cm2and1.26� 1013/cm2,
respectively, and the values for width of voltage pla-
teau are 31.2 and 32.4 V, respectively. This impurity
density value is significantly higher than the values
estimated for pristinebilayer graphene (∼4� 1010/cm2).32

These results are not surprising since the Raman data
also support a comparable (or even higher) rate of
hydrogenation for bilayer graphene in comparison to
monolayer graphene. We however do not rule out the
possibility that the above fit overestimates the impurity
density for bilayer graphene, given the limited range of
data available.More experiments are needed to clarify the
exact impurity density and carrier density at which the
transition from linear to sublinear behavior happens.

Figure 5. Conductivity vs VBG for: (a) partially hydrogenated (t= 10 s)monolayer graphene sampleM2 at T= 3.4 K; (b) partially
hydrogenated (t=10 s) bilayer graphene sampleB2 at T=3.4 K; and (c) partially hydrogenated (t=10 s) bilayer grapheneB1 at
T = 4 K. For all three samples, the red line represents a single-parameter fit to resonant scatterer (RS) induced conductivity.
(Insets: Intersectionof simulatedRS conductivity and experimentallymeasuredσmin, giving thewidthof voltageplateau:ΔVg=6,
32.4, and 31.2 V for samples M2, B2, and B1, respectively).
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We finally examine the transport properties of par-
tially hydrogenated graphene under a magnetic field.
Previous investigations on heavily hydrogenated3 and
ozonated29 monolayer graphene have demonstrated
the suppression of magnetoconductance oscillations.
In the presentwork, we describe themagnetotransport
in partially hydrogenated bilayer graphene samples
(t = 10 s). A negative magnetoresistance (MR) is
observed at low field (B < 1 T) for all densities (VBG =
CNP, CNP ( 30 V), as shown in Figure 6c for one sample
(see Supporting Information, S8, for additional data). Con-
sidering the temperature dependence of resistivity dis-
cussed above, we analyze this negative MR within the
framework of weak localization. Assigning the mea-
sured momentum scattering time equal to the inter-
valley scattering time, a weak localization fit to the low-
field (B < 0.5 T) MR data29,35 gives a phase coherence
length Lj∼ 32 nm at T = 3.4 K away from the neutrality
point (VBG =CNP( 30 V), for sample B3 (see Supporting
Information for details of fitting procedure). While this
represents a typical value, some variations in the extent
of negative MR are observed across different samples
(see Supporting Information, S7). The negative MR also
persists at high-magnetic fields, where its value at CNP
is rather large (up to -46% at 8.5 T), as shown in
Figure 6a and b. The characteristic magnetoconduc-
tance oscillations associated with quantum Hall effect
in a 2DEG are notably suppressed in one sample (B1),
and while remnants of quantization are barely present
in the other sample (B2). This suppression of quantiza-
tion effects implies a disorder length scale that is
comparable to the magnetic length, lB = (p/qB)1/2 ∼
8.6 nm (at B = 8.5 T). In principle, it may be possible to
tune the electronic state of the system from an insu-

lator to a quantumHall conductor usingmagnetic field-
induced delocalization, as was previously demonstrated
in other 2DEG systems. However observing such phy-
sical phenomenon may require a precise control over
the fraction of hydrogenated sites and also a much
higher magnetic field.36

CONCLUSION

To summarize, it is shown that mobility changes in
graphene are sensitive to the fraction of impurity
atoms on the graphene plane. Changes in field-effect
mobility can be used to estimate the extent of hydro-
genation. Raman spectroscopy indicates linearly in-
creasing defect-band intensity for increasing time
exposure to hydrogenation, followed by a tendency
to saturate. Charge transport, together with Raman
spectroscopy allows a correlation of graphenemobility
with the size of nanocrystalline regions formed upon
incorporation of hydrogen atoms. For both mono- and
bilayer graphene, the influence of hydrogen adatoms
is consistent with their role as resonant scatterers that
decrease mobility and induce midgap states. The for-
mation of midgap states upon hydrogenation is re-
flected in the large width of voltage plateau. The tem-
perature dependence of resistance for partially hydro-
genated mono- and bilayer graphene indicates a weak
insulating regime, particularly in the vicinity of the
neutrality point which involves transport within these
midgap states. Comparable rates for hydrogenation of
mono- and bilayer graphene are obtained from both
the evolution of defect peak in the Raman spectra and
the density dependence of conductivity, indicating
that bilayer graphene is also susceptible to hydrogena-
tion despite a stiffer lattice.

METHODS
Fabrication and Electrical Measurement of Graphene FETs. Graphene

flakes were prepared by micromechanical cleavage of graphite
on Si/SiO2 (300 nm) substrate. An 100 μL 4% polymethylmetha-
crylate (PMMA) (MicroChem, MW: 495 K) anisole solution was

spin coated on substrates at 4000 rpm and baked at 180 �C for
2 min. The location of selected flakes is determined by defining
optical markers on the PMMA. Source drain electrodes are
patterned by electron beam lithography (FEI/Sirion), and this
is followed by the development of PMMAwith amethyl isobutyl

Figure 6. Low-temperaturemagnetotransport in partially hydrogenatedbilayer graphene. (a) Resistivity (F) vs VBG for: T=300
K, zero-field (black); T=3.4 K, zero-field (red); T=3.4 K, B=8.5 T (blue) for sampleB2; (b) F vsVBG for T=300K, zero-field (black);
T = 4 K, zero-field (red); T = 4 K, B = 8.5 T (blue) for sample B1; and (c) MR (%) vs field at T = 3.4 K for sample B3, measured at
chargeneutrality point (green),VCNPþ30V (purple) andVCNP-30V (blue). Red line is afit toweak localizationMR in the range
0-0.5 T.
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ketone (MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol (1:1) solution. Thermal
evaporation of 5 nm Cr/30 nm Au is followed by lift off in warm
acetone. For the fabrication of GNRs of 100 nm width, PMMA
resist is spin coated, and the etch pattern designed with elec-
tron beam lithography is exposed to 20 W, 20 sccm oxygen
plasma (RIE NTI-2312) for 10 s after resist development. For
typical electrical measurements, a low frequency ac (∼13 Hz),
100 nA drive current is applied across the source drain (S/D)
terminals from the internal oscillator output of Stanford SR830
lock-in amplifier, and a phase-sensitive detection of the ac
voltage across the S/D terminals is done to measure the graph-
ene resistance. Measurements are typically performed in a four-
terminal mode, except for an isolated single nanoribbon which
is in two-terminal configuration. Graphene contact resistances
are also measured, and negligible changes are observed upon
hydrogenation. The back-gate voltage is applied to the silicon
gate using Keithley 6430 subfemtoamp sourcemeter, and the
typical gate leakage does not exceed 1-1.5 nA. For low-
temperature measurement, the sample is immersed in flow of
cold helium gas in a Cryogenics variable-temperature cryostat
equipped with a 9 T superconducting magnet. The magnetic
field is perpendicular to the substrate plane.

Controlled Exposure to Hydrogen Plasma. For controlled hydro-
genation, the device at ambient temperature is exposed to
different time intervals of radio frequency (RF) hydrogen plasma
(RF Plasma system 13.56 MHz, 300 W) in a custom-designed
ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) chamber pumped to 10-9 Torr vac-
uum. The chamber pressure during the formation of RF hydro-
gen plasma was 5 � 10-6 Torr.

Raman Spectroscopy. The Raman spectra were obtained with a
WITEC CRM200 Raman system. The excitation source is 532.05
nm laser (2.33 eV) with laser power below 0.1mW to avoid laser-
induced heating. The laser spot size at focus was around 500 nm
in diameter with a 100� objective lens (NA = 0.95). Spectral
resolution is 4 cm-1. All G- and D-mode features were ade-
quately fittedwith a Lorentzian component of the Voigt profiles.
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